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The Economic Impact &
Opportunities for Arena del
Río
SOUND DIPLOMACY

THIS IS THE TIME FOR BARRANQUILLA.
MUSIC & CULTURE IS A LUCRATIVE INVESTMENT
Music Matters More Than Ever

18.4%
Industry Growth
in 2021

10%

Increase
in Ticket
Sales
from 2019

The music industry is growing faster than
most other industries

40%
Of value of live
is arena tickets
In live music, that growth is in arenas and
stadiums

Arena Del Rio is one of the most exciting and important projects not only in LATAM, but around
the world. And it is being built at the right time.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
Aggregated Impact

17.460
Job
Opportunities
Created

USD $667M
COP $ 2.59B
Gross
Value
Added

In the 3 years of construction (Dec 2022-Dec 2025)
and the first year of operation (2026)

1.4
Million
NEW Tourists
attracted
Yearly, starting
in 2026 in addition to Carnaval

Impact will be generated through three main segments: Construction, Operation, and Tourism
Industry, as shown in the next slides
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
CONSTRUCTION

GVA:
$414 Million Dollars
$1.59 Billones de pesos
Between 2022 and 2025
(Years of Construction)

11.568
Job opportunities created
During the 3 years of construction.

Corresponding to 0,9% of the gross value
of the department of Atlántico in the 3
years.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
OPERATION

GVA:

$215 Million Dollars
$814 Mil Millones de pesos

Jobs:

3.179

Corresponding to 1,6% of the GVA of
the department of Atlántico.

*Annually, beginning with the start of the operation in 2026
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
IMPACT ON THE TOURISM INDUSTRY

1.4 Million
$42 Million Dollars
$160 Mil Millones de pesos

Tourists are expected to be
attracted every year directly
attributed to Arena del Río’s
operation.

Is the GVA that will be generated by
this influx of resources created by the
attraction of tourists to the city

$97 Million Dollars
$368 Mil Millones de
pesos

2.713

Are projected to be spent by these
over 1.4 Million tourists outside of
Arena del Río every year, injecting
these resources to the tourism
industry of the city in general.

Will be the total job opportunities
created by the impact of Arena del
Río in the tourism industry.

Annually, beginning with the start of the operation in 2026
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
ADDITIONAL EFFECT OF ARENA DEL RÍO

Arena del Río will stimulate the collection of approximately

$8,67 Million Dollars

or

$33,4 Mil Millones de pesos

In parafiscal resources through the Public Entertainment Shows Law (Ley de Espectáculos Públicos LEP), which
corresponds to:

112%
of the resources collected in the whole country in 2019.
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THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF ARENA DEL RÍO
MULTIPLIER EFFECT ON THE ECONOMY

●

Each dollar ($1 USD) invested in the construction of the arena, will have a multiplier
effect of

●

$0,9 USD in the rest of the city’s economy.

Each dollar produced by the operation of the arena, will have a multiplier effect of

$1.48 USD in the rest of the city’s economy. (Including the effect of tourists
attracted to the city’s economy)
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Case Studies: Arenas
Our Friends and
Contemporaries
SOUND DIPLOMACY

CASE STUDIES: Arenas
Sources of inspiration

O2 Arena
London, UK

Mercedes-Benz Arena
Berlin, Germany

Crypto.com Arena (Staples)
Los Angeles, USA

First Direct Arena
Leeds, UK

United Center
Chicago, USA

O2 Arena
Prague, Czech Republic

The Bridgestone Arena
Nashville, USA
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CASE STUDIES: Arenas
Sources of inspiration
Key Ideas to Bring Forward
•

Arenas located in a zone adjacent to a river, use water transportation as an alternative to resolve traffic
problems around the arena. O2 Arena in London has dedicated a special place to facilitate access to the arena
through private boats. Arena del Río’s location is an opportunity to explore water transportation to avoid city
traffic.

•

Virtually all arenas offer a comprehensive set of Suite Share alternatives, providing clients with the alternative
to sub-rent partial or full suites and cost-share the expenses of the Suite rent.

•

Arenas with an adjacent hotel such as O2 Arenas in London and Prague, enable an easy connection between the
hotel and the venue, and also provide comprehensive discounts and benefits in lodging for those attending an
event in the venue.

•

All arenas offer parking alternatives, not only for car users, but also welcome all types of transportation
methods. It is important to include sufficient parking options to alternative transportation methods such as
bicycles and motorcycles.

•

Sustainability is a key part of the development of arenas. Waste disposal, efficient energy use and solar energy
are among some of the main strategies that venues use to ensure sustainability in the operation.
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Focus Groups
Connecting with Barranquilleros
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FOCUS GROUPS
Local insights

4
Focus Groups

TOURISM
ENTERTAINMENT

CULTURE

33 Participants

INSTITUTIONAL
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FOCUS GROUPS
Local insights

THE
PARTICIPANTS

KEY
PARTICIPANTS
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ROUNDTABLES
Local insights

•

Arena del Río is one of the most exciting opportunities for the development of Barranquilla.

•
•

The city needs to improve transportation infrastructure around Arena del Río.

•
•
•
•

The agenda of the Carnaval de Barranquilla should be extended throughout the year.

It is important to create a comprehensive tourism strategy around Barranquilla and the Colombian Caribbean
Coast.

Arena del Río should create spaces for the promotion of local arts and culture, and not only international events.
The city needs to invest in the professionalization of the tourism and entertainment sectors’ workforce.
There must be efforts focused on audience formation, in order to constantly satisfy the expected occupation of
the arena.
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Case Studies: Public Policy
How Barranquilla Can Become a Global Leader
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
Case studies undertaken in this section, are mainly focused on three areas which derive from the most frequent
comments emerging from the focus groups, and which were selected as the primary points of interest for Two Way
Stadiums and the city of Barranquilla. The three areas are:

1

Transportation Solutions
around Arena del Río

3

2

Extension of the

Carnaval de Barranquilla
(Arena Del Rio is 2.5x more
Carnavals every year)

Incentives for the growth of
local arts and culture
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from

1. Transportation solutions around Arena del Río
•
•
•
•
•
•

One of the biggest challenges when creating a new venue, is addressing the transportation
challenges that big cities are confronted with.
According to the INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard, Barranquilla ranks 99 among 1.064 cities in the
world with the worst traffic. Citizens of Barranquilla can spend over 37 hours a year in traffic.
Parking is a generalized problem for entertainment venues in Colombia. Big cities such as Bogotá or
Medellín experience problems with parking availability in big events.
Airport infrastructure in Barranquilla is still not consistent with its projection of becoming a regional
hub for Latin America.
International flights in and out of Barranquilla are limited to 4 routes: Miami, Fort Lauderdale,
Panama and Curaçao.
Two relevant case studies:
- Water transportation as an alternative to traffic in Lagos, Nigeria.
- Specialized air routes: London-Nashville
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
Water Transportation as an opportunity
•

Other venues in the world use water transportation as an alternative in their cities. This is
the example of O2 Arena in London, where privately operated Uber Boats offer collective
rides to and from the Arena.

•

One of the main assets of Arena del Río is its proximity to the Magdalena River, the most
important waterway in Colombia

•

Exploring the alternative of privately or publicly operated wáter transportation solutions
would significantly reduce the stress of road traffic on the city of Barranquilla, and on the
attendees to events in Arena del Río.

•

To promote this alternative, private investment should be promoted, and a public
commitment to accelerate the intervention of the river to ensure its navigability.

•

Water transportation alternatives should also be reviewed for their sustainability, and
should be integrated in the complementary sustainability strategies of Arena del Río.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
Specialized international flights
•

Barranquilla aims to become a hub of entertainment for Colombia, Latin America and
the US Market

•

However, its airport infrastructure lacks the sufficiency expected from an airport
with numerous international routes

•

Barranquilla can only be an international entertainment hub if it has more
connectivity to both national and international destinations.

•

The US Market is the biggest cultural, social and economic market for Barranquilla
thanks to its proximity, but the whole LATAM region is worth evaluating.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
The case of the London-Nashville direct route
•

Nashville is a Global Music City, its vibrant musical and cultural scene are one of the
highlights of the southern states in the US.

•

It’s tradition as a music city is not known internationally as it is known in the
national musical sphere where Nashville is the point of reference to all actors
involved in the music industry, specially in the country music.

•

Evoking the spirit of the british invasion, Nashville identified the importance of the
UK market as a point of interest for its music industry, and for the whole of its
industries.

•

As a result, since 2018, British Airways offers a direct route between London and
Nashville, promoting a city with “over 160 venues that play a host of genres
including country, blues, jazz and rock”.

•

Since the beginning of the route, it mobilizes nearly 600 people weekly from the UK
to the heart of the music scene in the US.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
New Routes to explore
•

Barranquilla can be the future hub of entertainment in Colombia, and Arena del Río is the
main asset to fulfill this goal

•

Both the US Market and the LATAM market are fairly close in terms of air travel to
Barranquilla

•

For the development of the city, some interesting routes could be explored and evaluated.
Some of them include:

•

New Orleans: Evoking the spirit of Carlos Vives’ song Décimas, a route between the
birthplace of jazz and the home of the Carnaval de Barranquilla is an exciting prospect.
Two port cities with a strong a vibrant cultural heritage could benefit from both cultural
and business exchanges.

•

Río de Janeiro: The Carnaval de Barranquilla and Carnaval de Río are less than one month
apart, and both cities are a representative of the link between culture and business in
Latin America. The offering of a direct route between both cities could motivate the
growth of cultural and business Exchange between cities, not only in times of carnaval, but
also throughout the year.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from

2. Extension of the Carnaval de Barranquilla
•
•
•
•

One of the main concerns among city stakeholders is that tourist attraction in
Barranquilla is highly reliant on the world famous Carnaval de Barranquilla, and that
cultural displays in the city are highly concentrated on the weeks of the carnival.
Tourism accounts for 70% to 80% of the foreign visits to the city, showing that the city
is known mostly for its leisure and entertainment activities, which corresponds to the
national perception of the city
Having entertainment as its main asset, it is paramount for the city to créate a
comprehensive agenda that does not concéntrate its offer in a single period, but that
rather extends the cultural offer throughout the 365 days of the calendar.
As such, one of the most feasible ways to contribute to the development of a varied and
comprehensive agenda of events, is to think of an extensión of the Carnaval de
Barranquilla.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
The experience of Madeira: Madeira All Year
•

Madeira is one of the most recognised touristic venues of Portugal. Thousands of
tourists from all over Europe choose Madeira as one of their favorite destinations.

•

However, its location afar from continental Europe and closer to the African continent
means that Madeira has struggled to keep their visit levels high.

•

As in many other parts of the world, Madeira celebrates the coming of spring with a
city-wide carnival that displays the best of the local arts and culture.

•

In an effort to keep the visitor levels high, in the past years the authorities of the
region have promoted the strategy called: Madeira All Year, a strategy where multiple
festivals are created in other moments of the year, with the aim of maintaining the
interest of foreign visitors.

•

Since the creation of the strategy, Madeira has created up to 6 different festivals in
May, June, August, September, October and December that join the february Carnival
in making Madeira an all-year destination
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
Barranquilla, an all-year destination
•

Barranquilla is undoubtedly one of the fastest growing destinations in Colombia,
fueled by the private and public compromise to make the city a hub for
entertainment, business and sports.

•

This private and public will present in the city must be taken advantage of in order
to promote the creation of more recurrent cultural and entertainment events that
contribute to the attraction of new national and international audiences.

•

Renowned cultural assets of the city must be assessed in order to create a
comprehensive set of festivities that can occupy various months of the year and
that can highlight the rich heritage of Barranquilla and Colombia

•

Synergies between private and public institutions of the city are key in order to
promote and support the realization of various events in the city.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from

3. Incentives for the growth of local arts and culture
•

Barranquilla needs a globally relevant arts, culture, music and night time economy plan.

•

Another one of the big concerns expressed by stakeholders in the focus groups is the lack of
support for local expressions of art and culture, and the privilege given to foreign cultural
products.

•

As expressed by members of the cultural sector in the city, resources allocated to culture
and arts are insufficient to support the artists and cultural agents that the city has
nowadays.

•

Furthermore, private investment in local displays of culture is not sufficient either to
promote the local cultural industries, according to members of the cultural sector. Private
and public venues which once hosted the main cultural expressions of the city are either
gone or forgotten.

•

Finally, artists and cultural agents in Barranquilla feel considerably threatened by the
predominant informality that characterizes their work. Over 70% of artists in Barranquilla do
not perform their art in a formal professional environment.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
The successful cases of Medellín and Ibagué
•

A couple of cities in Colombia have led the charge in the past years to put culture in the core of their
social and economic development, thus strengthening their own cultural sectors, and promoting their
cities’ artistic expressions.

•

Medellín is a remarkable case of creating steady pro-culture policies. Since 2004, the city has
committed significant resources to the sector. Between 2004 and 2011, for example, the city alone
invested the same amount of resources as the Ministry of Culture invested nationally.

•

Furthermore, the city established a strategy called Participatory Budget, where citizens could decide
the destination of up to 10% of the public budget. After years of implementation, the city noticed a
special interest in culture in certain parts of the city where street art and grassroots initiatives
predominated.

•

Much in the same line, the past couple of years have seen a significant commitment by the city of
Ibagué to promote their local expressions and spaces for culture.

•

Through different strategies, which include budget re-location, and the creation of a pro-culture tax,
Ibagué has managed to increase the resources given to artists through public grants by 500% and has
ensured the renovation of key cultural spaces of the city, to ensure the development of the local
expressions.
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CASE STUDIES: PUBLIC POLICY
Experiences to learn from
Making a bid for culture
•

Public investment in culture in Barranquilla corresponds to only 1.3% of the city’s budget in 2022,
representing one of the sectors with the least investment in the whole administration.

•

The promotion of local arts and culture requires a commitment from public authorities to set culture
as an axis of the city’s social and economic development, and an expenditure strategy that matches
that commitment.

•

Even though the private sector can also play a significant role in promoting and supporting local
artistic expressions, the reality of the sector requires an almost exclusive involvement from public
authorities to push the arts sector forward and help it meet the private sector’s demands.

•

A robust system of public artistic grants similar to the one established by Ibagué in 2020 and 2021
could be a starting point to promote the city’s cultural sector.

•

Furthermore, participatory budget strategies could be strengthened in communities that are
significantly involved in arts and culture, thus enabling them to take control of the funds that are
directed to their sector.

•

Arena del Río is without a doubt an opportunity to provide artists and cultural agents in Barranquilla
with a space to practice and enjoy culture, thus strengthening their activities.
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Main ideas for the future
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MAIN IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LATAM and the US are both exciting new markets, particularly for tourists who won’t have the opportunity when they live
to see global artists. They will come to Barranquilla.
Arena del Río will be the leading venue in entertainment in the country, all surrounding facilities and resources in
Barranquilla should aim to meet the same standards, in order to boost the city towards an entertainment hub status.
The venue construction and operation will have an unprecedented impact in the city’s economy, and it can drive the city’s
development towards the future.
Significant public engagement is needed in order to ensure that physical, economical and human resources are sufficient
to meet the demands of a new world-class venue.
Not all events to be held in Arena del Río can be expected to be occupied by national or foreign audiences, significant
efforts need to be made in order to educate audiences and enable them to consume the cultural products offered at the
venue.
A venue like Arena del Río will require a robust agenda of events; the promotion and strengthening of the local cultural
scene is key to ensure that the venue will have a sufficient amount and quality of events at any time of the year.
Transportation in all its forms is one of the main challenges that the venue will face. Public and private synergies are key to
ensure that spectators can find suitable alternatives to attend and leave events in the venue.
Overall, Arena del Río is a massive bid that, with the right public and private support, can be the flagship of a city’s
transition forward.
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THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BARRANQUILLA NOW
• The music industry grew by 18.4% last year. Ticket sales are up 10% on 2019 levels. Arenas account for more
tickets now than ever before - now is the time to capitalize on this project.
• Arena del Río is as big a project as any other in the world. But it will impact Barranquilla more - converting it from
a national city to an international city.
• This requires the same infrastructure, policy & governance that London, Miami, New York and others have.
• Arena del Rio demonstrates, through its job creation, tourism & economic impact, that Barranquilla can further
develop:
○ A music and cultural plan to put culture at the heart of its economic development
○ Robust, global regulation and progressive policies to support more events in a safe way
○ More connections with the rest of the world - meaning more access to national and international
destinations
○ A focus on ensuring Barranquilla is bilingual in as many ways as possible. This includes investing in
English education, wayfinding, job training and creating a Hospitality Academy for the future.
○ Creating a new Office of Night Time Economy, being the third city in Colombia to do so (Bogota and
Medellin)
○ Creating safe and nation leading climate policies, around transport, waste & energy consumption.
Arena Del Rio will be compared to the best stadiums and arenas in the world. Barranquilla has the opportunity to
leverage that and become a global leading cultural city for every Barranquillero, but capitalizing on this opportunity
and investing in infrastructure, education & the future workforce.
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THANK YOU!

